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Roll no: BF-17-04
Title: checkmate
Dimension: 18” by 24”
Medium: acrylic and cloth on canvas

Artist Statement: Idea of this painting flashed
into my mind when i was playing chess with
my dad.The painting Is based on chess in
which white chess pieces wearing masks
represent  people  combating against corona.
The green chess piece  symbolizes corona
virus...the painting reflects a situation in
which the king of corona is in checkmate and
people win.  All the chess pieces are placed
at distance from each other that shows
social distancing. So simply the massage is
that  using mask and  having social
distancing are the weapons to mate corona
virus.I execute all type of chess pieces in
painting some are more powerful while some
are weak that conveys massage that all
people ought to follow SOPs. Only then we
would be able to  defeat Corona virus .



Faria Fida Khan
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Roll no: BF-17-37
Title: Death of world
Dimension: 18” by  24”
Medium: Pastel and Pencil color

Artist statement: When i start drawing i
was thinking about carona .. my mind is
blank and when I close my eyes so I saw
a darkness . I do drawing and in my
drawing I show the darkness in
background and in the upper part of
drawing i  tarying to show hanging mask
three masks which is like a gallows and
in the Wright side of drawing a big half
circle  dipicts like carona and pass  a
little carona everywhere and in the
foreground in I dipict coffin which mean
death  of every people who c annot  take
care of their self and in the left part in
my drawing I depict a lighted home and
traying to show this is the only one place
in which your safe I chose yellow color
because its dipict light in my drawing



Hooria
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Roll no: BF-17-01
Title: Darkness
Dimensions: 18” by 24”
Medium: Poster colors

Artist statement: I have painted this on the
current state of the world.Nowadays there
is an epidemic called corona. And there was
an eclipse. I have made a globe in my
painting which has shown the Corona
epidemic. And the black color around this
globe shows loneliness, despair and
sadness while on the other hand it shows
the eclipse. Because the whole world is
suffering from sadness, despair, loneliness
and depression.



Hira Imtiaz
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Roll no: BF-17-10
Title: Covid 19 Vaccine
Dimension: 28” by 24”
Medium: Mix media

Artist statement: In this drawing,i tried to
express my feeling about COVID 19.it is
unstoppable disease and no vaccine of
crona virus has been discovered till now.
The only way to save your life, your
family and others to stay away from
gatherings and keep  distance from
others. This is the only vaccine of covid
19.so stay home stay save lives. If we
don't take it seriously the results would
be disaster. Its up to us now to destroy
the world or save it by small precautions.



Muhammad Akhtar
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Roll no: BF-17-18
Title : impos مسلط ) )
Medium : oil on canvas
Dimensions : 2'×2’

Artist statement:  The whole world is worried
about this pandemic. Every day thousands
peoples are dying due to this . Actually this
pandemic is imposed on us, it is a pre-planned.It's
effects on everything, like economy, atmosphere
etc. When his vaccine discovered, it proved to be
a mark of the peace.But what we do with poverty
and other issues that comes with this.In this
painting I'll show red color as blood and white as
peace  (that's rear in this time ) in the world. And
yellow color as a sun(every morning and evening
are the same now a days).



Ayesha Muneer
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Roll no: BF-17-17
Title: Hope for the best
Dimension: 18” by 24”
Technique: Pallet knife and brush strokes
Mediuml: Acrylic On canvas

Artist statement: In this painting, I tried to Paint the hope which is
more in us today because of COVID-19. Because we hope it will all
end soon. Hope is basically the feeling of expectation and desire
for a certain thing to happen. It is easiest to have hope when
things are going well in your life. But  hope is also a big thing in
what is happening today so we may Hope for the Best. In this
Painting I use warm colors that showing the problems Somewhere
I even use the cool colors that is basically shows the hope. The
color Palette I choose is primary along with black. Use of Greys
shows When real hope is denied it is hard to replace.



Aliyya khan
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Roll No: BF-17-12
Topic:Covid-19
Technique: drawing
Dimension: 24” by 24”

Artist Statement: I did this drawing on the current
situation during this pandemic. My main concern
was how we feel about this situation nowadays.
To show the depression I have used Grey color on
the girl who is looking outside the window while
her phone is showing notifications from different
apps she doesn't seem to care about it. Life has
kind of stopped now a days. During normal days
everyone is on their phone during this pandemic,
we want to go outside,
enjoy nature and meet our loved ones.
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Roll no: BF-17-05
Title:Reckless people
Dimension: 18” by 24”
Medium: mix media

Artist statement:   I did this drawing on the topic
of coronavirus. I wanted to show in this drawing
that fifty percent people are showing non serious
attitude towards this this fatal virus .after the
dawn of coronavirus  Some people ignore it even
after seeing with thier own eyes some people
want personal experience to understand . So I
showed two people are laughing on patient and
while laughing coronavirus which is around them
is ready to attack.
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Roll no: BF-17-13
Title: The Sun Will Shine Again
Technique: Palette knife & Dripping
Dimension: 1.5 by 2 ft
Medium: Acrylic on canvas

Artist statement: In this painting,I tried to paint the image
that was in my mind about Covid-19. I know we all are
going
though depression, frustration, anxiety and so many
more
things which I can't seem to describe. Nothing seems
fine and
nothing makes sense. It seems like, we all are living in
our
worst of nightmares. Everything seems so hopeless and
there
is no sign of hope yet, but there is hope just around the
corner hatt this night will be over soon and the sun will
shine again.The colour Palette that I used in this painting
is warm along with cool colors. I used red colour to show
the fear and
depression. I used yellow with orange to represent


